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A. User Guide for MoDESTI 
A.1. Introduction 
This document aims to provide basic instruction on how to use the MoDESTI system. A brief 
overview of the system components and the roles of the different people involved are first 
given. The following aspects of integration requests are considered:  
• Creation of a request to integrate new data into the TIM system.  
• Creation of a request to modify existing data on the TIM system.  
• Creation of a request to remove data from the TIM system.. 
• Following the evolution of a request.  
• Filling in the standard Excel data integration sheets. 
• Tasks of the different actors who treat a request. 
A.2. System components 
The MoDESTI procedure is composed of the following components: 
A.2.1. The standard data entry Excel sheet  
There are two formats of Excel sheet, one for CSAM data and one for other TIM data. 
These can be downloaded from the TIM home page, instructions. The latest formats must 
always be used, failure to do so will lead to errors and delay in treating the request. 
A.2.2. The request creation form 
This is a Web based tool used to create a standard EDMS document describing a request 
to integrate, modify or remove data on the TIM system. Parameters that will help the follow 
up of the request are entered with this tool. Only authorised personnel may use this tool, the 
user’s NICE login and password is required to associate the requestor with the request. 
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A.2.3.  EDMS 
A dedicated node within the EDMS document hierarchy is dedicated to MoDESTI requests, 
the list of requests can be filtered using the standard EDMS tools 
A.2.4. SMILE (Static Monitoring Information Look-up Engine). 
This is a tool that allows users to browse the TIMRefDB and create lists (which can be in 
Excel format) that can then be attached to a request in EDMS to indicate changes that 
should be made to the TIM data. 
A.3. Request creation 
Request to integrate new data into TIM, to modify data for existing TIM points and to 
remove monitored points from the TIM system treated will be described here: 
A.3.1. New data integration 
The tasks to perform are as follows: 
• Download the latest standard data entry Excel sheet: 
 
• In your standard browser go to http://timweb 
• Click on the side menu bar “Configuration” 
• Click on “MoDESTI Template” 
• Click on the link to the appropriate file for the request. 
• Choose “Save” to copy the file to your directory with a name reflecting the 
contents of the request. 
 
• Complete the Excel sheet according to the TIM data guidelines. 
• Create a data integration request and submit the newly completed Excel sheet. 
 
• In your standard browser go to http://timweb 
• Click on the side menu bar “Configuration” 
• Click on “Modesti” 
• Enter your NICE username and password and click on “log on” 
• Choose the system and subsystem most closely resembling the data in your 
request – (if the request is for different subsystems within a system use the 
subsystem “GENERALE”) 
• Enter a brief description of what the request is for – this information will help in 
searching for the request in the future. 
• Press OK  
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• Click on the returned the EDMS document number. 
• Login to EDMS (this superfluous step will be removed in the future). 
• On the EDMS document page choose ‘Put file’ in the document’s menu bar. 
• On the File selection page click browse to open a file explorer window and 
double click on the file to select it. 
• Press ‘put File(s)’ to associate it with the request 
 
Associating a file with the EDMS document will automatically notify the TI operators that a 
request has been made. 
A.3.2. Data modification request 
In order to specify modifications to existing data it is strongly recommended to obtain a list 
of the data that is to be modified from the SMILE interface. This is done in the following way: 
 
• In your standard browser go to http://timweb 
• Click on the side menu bar “Configuration” 
• Click on “SMILE” 
• Choose the item in the menu that will provide the point parameters that need 
to be changed. For CSAM it is ‘CSAM tag Information’, for other TIM data 
‘TCD Information’ is probably a good choice. 
• SMILE should be intuitive to use, for help see Annexe 3. 
• Choose “Save” to copy the file to your directory with a name reflecting the 
contents of the request. 
 
Once the file with the data from TIMRefDB has been created, the changes that are required 
can be made, any method of distinguishing modifications from the original can be used. For 
example the changes can be put into bold font, or with a different colour or background. The 
file must contain the POINTID from the database otherwise the request cannot be 
processed.  
A new request as described in 3.1 must be created and the file generated and modified as 
above must be associated with the EDMS document. 
  
A.3.3. Data Removal request 
This can be treated like a request for data modification. An Excel (or text) file should be 
generated from SMILE. The POINTID must be present on the file and clearly marked for 
deletion, no other information need be supplied. An EDMS document must then be created 
to which the file should be associated. 
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A.3.4. Request Follow up 
 In order to follow the status of a request, the following procedure must be used. 
 
• In your standard browser go to  
https://edms/cern.ch/nav/CERN-0000065850  
• If you have not logged in yet, Click on the “Login” item of the menu bar on the 
top right hand corner of the page and follow the login procedure using your 
NICE username and password. 
• The full list of requests will be displayed, in order to filter this list, click on the 
“Search” item of the menu bar on the top right hand corner of the page. 
• Click on the “Advanced” option in the search box to obtain better filter criteria. 
• Fill in the filter criteria and press the “Search” button. 
• When the new list appears, click on the “Doc. page” of the appropriate 
document to show the document details and options. 
• The possible “actions” to take are shown on each tab of the document page, the 
status of the request may be changed on the “Aproval and Comments” tab by 
clicking on “Change Status”. 
 
A.3.5. Resubmitting a request 
If a request has been put in the status ‘To be Completed’, the person who made the 
request will be informed by mail of this event. They should then make the appropriate 
changes to their data on a copy of the original Excel file and then create a new version of 
the EDMS document to which the new Excel file must be attached. 
This is done in the following way, after logging on to EDMS and navigating to the ‘MoDESTI 
requests’ page. 
 
• Click on the “Doc page” of the document in the status “To be Completed”  
• In the “Summary” tab of the document page click on “New Version”. 
• If the “Context” page appears the “TIM-INTEGRATION-REQUEST” should be 
chosen and the “Next” button pressed. 
• On the “Document Data” screen, any additional data may be entered and the 
“Finish” button pressed. 
• On the next page press the “Doc page” button to display the new document 
page. 
• Then follow the procedure (as in 3.1 above) to upload the new Excel file 
containing the corrections by clicking on the “Put File” option of the “Action” 
bar. 
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A.3.6. Completing the standard Excel sheet 
The latest Excel file format must always be used, using a previous version may lead to 
errors and delays in the treatment of the data. The Excel file is composed of the following 
“worksheets”: 
1. The New Data worksheet used to specify new points to integrate. The various 
columns of the Excel sheet may be completed by different people. The 
documentation worksheet describes how the columns are to be filled in, who is 
responsible for supplying the information and who may check this information. 
The columns on this work sheet are color coded depending on how they are to be filled in, 
they are also divided into the following headings: 
(i) MoDESTI: this contains data loading management information. 
(ii) GENERAL: this contains information relevant to any type of data point. 
(iii) DIP CLIENT: this is to specify the requestors of DIP publication  
(iv) LOCATION: this information can apply to any type of data point. 
(v) ALARMS: parameters that only apply to alarms. 
(vi) BINARY POINTS: the true and false values of the binary points can be 
specified here, the columns will be ignored for alarm points 
(vii) COMMANDS: parameters that only apply to commands. 
(viii) MONITORING: this contains the parameters for the addressing of the data 
points in the system connected to TIM 
(ix) ANALOGUE: these parameters only apply to analogue points, both input 
and output. 
(x) LOGGING: this contains the parameters that determine how a point is 
logged. 
(xi) ALARM HELP: this information only applies to alarms. 
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2. The Easy Point worksheet contains examples on how to complete the input 
form. 
3. The Network Eq. worksheet to be filled in if a new monitoring unit is to be 
connected to TIM. 
4. The Documentation worksheet containing the instructions on how to fill in the 
New Data worksheet. 
 
A.4. Roles and responsibilities 
A.4.1. Requestor 
The requestor of the data integration is responsible for filling in the Excel request sheet and 
associating it to an EDMS document which he will create. The requestor should agree with 
the TI Operator (and Data Administrator) any changes suggested to the data submitted in 
the Excel file. 
The requestor should then check that the request is being treated, (i.e. that its status moves 
towards “Ready for Testing”). The requestor should contact the TI operators or Data 
Administrator if the request is not moving. When the request is “Ready for Testing”, the 
requestor can change the status to “Closed” it if tests are satisfactory. 
A.4.2. TI operator 
The TI Operator themselves to the Excel sheet if they have the requestor’s consent (e.g 
alarm causes, consequences, etc).must check that requests submitted are complete and 
comprehensible to them. They will set the request to “To be Completed” should this not be 
the case and ensure that the requestor makes the appropriate corrections. They may add 
information to the request  
TI Operators will redirect the request to the Cabling Team or the Data Administrator 
depending on requirements once the data is deemed correct and complete. They will 
change the status of the request accordingly (either to “Ready for Cabling” or “Ready for 
Loading”).  
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TI Operators will be informed when a request has been fully integrated into TIM so that they 
can arrange tests. If all points in a request are successfully tested they will set the request 
status to “Tested Accepted”. If all points fail the tests the request status will be set to 
“Ready for Loading”. 
If the tests include both correct and failed items, the operator will create a sub-document 
containing the points that passed the test and another with the points that failed the test. 
They will then set the request status to “Ready for Loading”.  
A.4.3. Cabling Unit 
The Cabling Unit will obtain the PLC addresses and modify the request’s associated Excel 
file with this information. They will then set the request to “Ready for Loading”. The Cabling 
Unit will be notified when a request has been treated and that the cabling may now proceed. 
Once cabling has been carried out they will set the request status to “Ready for Testing”. 
A.4.4. Data Administrator 
The Data Administrator will check that all the data is complete and correct with respect to 
the TIM and LASER systems. The presence of the monitoring equipment on the TIMRefDB 
will be checked and added if necessary.  
If any errors are found the requestor and/or the TI Operator who dealt with the request will 
be contacted in order to resolve the problem. Once the data has been treated the request 
will be set to “In TIMRefDB”. 
A.4.5. TIM Administrator 
The TIM Administrator will load the new or modified points onto the TIM system. Should the 
request involve cabling the request status will be set to “Cabling” otherwise the status is set 
directly to “Ready for Testing”. 
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B. MoDESTI request workflow 
The diagram below shows the possible states of a request, for a full description of the 
transition between states please consult the MoDESTI_workflow document.  
1. OPEN 
2. TO BE 
COMPLETED 
3. READY FOR 
CABLING 
4. READY FOR 
LOADING 














The user creates a request for data 
integration. The status of the request is set to 
‘OPEN’. When a file is uploaded to EDMS for 
this request the TI operators are informed. 
The TI operators check the request and may 
make modifications to the file uploaded.  
If the data is acceptable the request status is 
set to ‘READY FOR CABLING’ if cabling to an 
MMD is required, or ‘READY FOR LOADING’ 
if no cabling is necessary.  
The status of the request is set to ‘TO BE 
COMPLETED’ if the data is incomplete or in 
doubt. The requestor should then create a new 
version of the document with a corrected file 
attatched. 
Once the data has been loaded onto the 
TIMRefDB, the status of the request is set to 
‘IN TIMRefDB’, The TIM administrator will 
determine whether the request should first go 
to ‘CABLING’ state before updating TIM with 
the new changes and setting the request 
status to ‘READY FOR TESTING’.   
Once the user and TI operators have carried 
out the tests to general satisfaction, the 
request status will be set to ‘TESTED 
ACCEPTED’. The TIM administrator will be 
notified, and will set the request to ‘CLOSED’, 
after reconfiguring all points as operational. 
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C. Guidelines for completing the Excel templete 
The following table can be used as a checklist when completing the standard Excel 




For the technical infrastructure the language used for descriptions 
is French. 
Do not use accented characters, these will be changed during data 
loading. Using accented characters will slow down processing of 
the request and may lead to errors and delay. 
The column will be converted to upper case (capitals) 
The maximum length is 80 characters 
If possible do not refer to equipment names or identifiers, these 
should go in the EQUIPMENT (GMAO CODE) column. 
DESCRIPTION 
If possible do not refer to the location of the data point, such 
information should go in the appropriate LOCATION columns. 
If known, a valid equipment code (in service) from the maintenance 
management system must be used. EQUIPMENT 
(GMAO CODE) 
If this column is not filled the “OTHER CODE” column must be 
completed. 




The maximum length is 24 characters, do not use spaces. 
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This column will be converted to upper case (capitals). 
This column is mandatory for all data points, the point cannot be 
treated without it. 
This column is a very brief version of the point descrption, it is used 
in the TIM tag. 
Do not use spaces, separate parts of the attribute if necessary with 
the underscore ‘_’ character. 
This column will be converted to upper case (capitals) 
ATTRIBUTE 
The maximum length is 30 characters 
 
 
C.1 The TIM tagname rule 
The TIM tagname is important as it is used in the following applications: 
• diagnostic messages in the TIM system,  
• synoptic diagram builder,  
• the short term logging viewer 
• DIP system to identify the tag published by TIM. 
The tagname is composed of the following elements on the Excel template: 
• SYSTEM NAME – converted to a single character system code 
• SUBSYSTEM NAME – converted to a single character sub-system code 
• SITE 
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• EQUIPMENT  
• GMAO CODE 
• OTHER CODE 
• ATTRIBUTE 
Each point managed by TIM will have a unique tagname, therefore when completing the 
Excel template each combination of the above columns must be unique. This rule will be 
enforced on the TIMRefDB – an error in loading the data will occur if the rule is not followed. 
Example:  FB.BA6.FQSTR-00003_T2:DEFAUT_VANNE 
This is broken down as follows 
 
Tagname Element Description 
F  System code 
B Sub-system code 
BA6 Site (Functionality) 
FQSTR-00003_T2 equipment identtifier 
DEFAUT_VANNE attribute 
 
Note that an underscore has been added to separate the GMAO code from the other 
equipment code. In order to comply with the LHC naming convention, which is described in 
the document: https://edms.cern.ch/file/473086/1.0/LHC-C-QA-0001-10-00.pdf the tagname 
must not exceed 40 characters. A validation is carried out in the Excel sheet and an error 
will turn the “Line No” column red. 
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C.2 The Fault State rule  
A Fault State is how each alarm is identified in the LASER system, it is built up from the  
following elements on the Excel template: 
• SYSTEM NAME * 
• SUBSYSTEM NAME * 
• SITE * 
• EQUIPMENT  
o GMAO CODE 
o OTHER CODE 
• DESCRIPTION – translated into a numeric code 
Each alarm must have a unique Fault State, therefore when completing the Excel template 
each combination of the above columns must be unique for alarms. This rule will be 
enforced on the TIMRefDB – an error in loading the data will occur if the rule is not followed.  
Example:  EAU_BRUTE_LHC  FUOWC-00801 8912 
This is broken down as follows : 
 
Fault State Element Description 
EAU_BRUTE_LHC Fault Family 
FUOWC-00801 Fault Member 
8912 Fault Code (this corresponds to the description: 
DEFAUT ARMOIRE DE CONTROLE)  
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public class valveLHC { 
public static void setValue(IlvGroup group, Object value) 
throws IlvValueException, IlvGroupException { 
// Initialize color variables 
Color maincolor = null; 
Color contrast = null; 
// Get drawing elements 
IlvGroupElement label = group.findElement("label"); 
IlvGroupElement outline = group.findElement("outline"); 
IlvGroupElement halffill = group.findElement("halffill"); 
IlvGroupElement fullfill = group.findElement("fullfill"); 
IlvGroupElement Clabel = group.findElement("Clabel"); 
// Get all DataTags 
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DataTag defautTag = (DataTag) group.get("defaut"); 
DataTag fermeeTag = (DataTag) group.get("fermee"); 
DataTag ouverteTag = (DataTag) group.get("ouverte"); 
DataTag defautFermetureTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautFermeture"); 
DataTag defautOuvertureTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautOuverture"); 
// Check the data tags 
boolean dataOK = true; // initial value true, used to stop treatment if necessary 
try{ 





// Get combined received state 
// data received only if ALL tags are received 
boolean dataReceived = list.dataReceived(); 
// Get combined valid state 
// data is valid if ALL tags are valid 
boolean dataValid = list.dataValid(); 
// Get combined simulated state 
// data is simulated if ANY of the tags is simulated 
boolean dataSimulated = list.dataSimulated(); 
// Get combined disabled state 
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// data is disabled if ANY of the tags is disabled 
boolean dataDisabled =list.dataDisabled(); 
// Treat data not received state 
if (dataReceived == false) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.dataNotDefined; 
contrast  = StandardColor.dataNotDefinedContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data was received 
if (dataValid == false) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast  = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data is valid 
// By default, put the OK color to both maincolor and contrast. 
maincolor = StandardColor.ok; 
contrast  = StandardColor.okContrast; 
dataOK = true; 
} 
} 
if (dataSimulated == true) { 
// Set quality indicator to 'S' and make visible 
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// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("label", "S"); 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT simulated 
// make quality indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
if (dataDisabled == true) { 
// Set disabled indicator to 'D' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("label", "D"); 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT disabled 
// make disabled indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", false); 
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} 
}catch (Exception ex) { 
System.out.println("Found exception in first part " 
+ ex.getMessage()); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
dataOK = false; 
} 
// Treat data tags 
if (dataOK == true){ 
// Get boolean tag values as -1,0,1 where -1 not used, 0 false and 1 true 
try{ 
int defautTagValue = defautTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautOuvertureTagValue = defautOuvertureTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int fermeeTagValue = fermeeTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int ouverteTagValue = ouverteTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautFermetureTagValue = defautFermetureTag.booleanAsInt(); 
//Treat your variables here 
//Treatment variables 
// If there is at least one fault, set colour red 
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// If value not closed and not open 
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// We get here if both tags are -1 
// What should we do? 








catch (Exception ex) { 
//Treat exception here 
System.out.println("Found exception in second part: " 
+ ex.getMessage()); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
} 
if (dataOK = false){ 
halffill.set("visible", false); 
fullfill.set("visible", false); 






















public class pump4 { 
public static void setDefautGeneral(IlvGroup group, Object value) 
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throws IlvValueException, IlvGroupException { 
// Initialize color variables 
Color maincolor = null; 
Color contrast = null; 
// Get drawing elements 
IlvGroupElement Circle = group.findElement("Circle"); 
IlvGroupElement Line1 = group.findElement("Line1"); 
IlvGroupElement Line2 = group.findElement("Line2"); 
IlvGroupElement Cabel = group.findElement("Cabel"); 
IlvGroupElement nameLabel = group.findElement("nameLabel"); 
// Get all DataTags 
DataTag defautGeneralTag = (DataTag) group.get("DefautGeneral"); 
DataTag contacteurOnTag = (DataTag) group.get("contacteurOn"); 
DataTag defautContacteurTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautContacteur"); 
DataTag defautPressionTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautPression"); 
DataTag temperatureHauteBobinageTag = (DataTag) 
group.get("temperatureHauteBobinage"); 
DataTag arretUrgenceTag = (DataTag) group.get("arretUrgence"); 
DataTag defautTiroirPompeTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautTiroirPompe"); 
DataTag tiroirPompeDebrocheTag = (DataTag) group.get("tiroirPompeDebroche"); 
DataTag defautDebitTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautDebit"); 
DataTag defautFiltreTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautFiltre"); 
DataTag defautDemarreurTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautDemarreur"); 
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DataTag defautThermiqueTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautThermique"); 
// Check the data tags 
boolean dataOK = true; // initial value true, used to stop treatment if necessary 
try { 





// Get combined received state 
// data received only if ALL tags are received 
boolean dataReceived = dataTagUtil.dataReceived(); 
// Get combined valid state 
// data is valid if ALL tags are valid 
boolean dataValid = dataTagUtil.dataValid(); 
// Get combined simulated state 
// data is simulated if ANY of the tags is simulated 
boolean dataSimulated = dataTagUtil.dataSimulated(); 
// Get combined disabled state 
// data is disabled if ANY of the tags is disabled 
boolean dataDisabled = dataTagUtil.dataDisabled(); 
// Treat data not received state 
if (dataReceived == false) { 
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maincolor = StandardColor.dataNotDefined; 
contrast  = StandardColor.dataNotDefinedContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data was received 
if (dataValid == false) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast  = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
System.out.println("DataNotValid"); 
} 
else { // Data is valid 
// By default, put the OK color to both maincolor and contrast. 
maincolor = StandardColor.ok; 
contrast  = StandardColor.okContrast; 
dataOK = true; 
} 
} 
if (dataSimulated == true) { 
// Set quality indicator to 'S' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("label", "S"); 
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// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT simulated 
// make quality indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
if (dataDisabled == true) { 
// Set disabled indicator to 'D' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("label", "D"); 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT disabled 
// make disabled indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
}catch (Exception ex) { 
System.out.println("Found exception in first part " 




dataOK = false; 
} 
if (dataOK == true) { 
// Get boolean tag values as -1,0,1 where -1 not used, 0 false and 1 true 
try { 
int defautGeneralTagValue = defautGeneralTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int contacteurOnTagValue = contacteurOnTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautContacteurTagValue = defautContacteurTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautPressionTagValue = defautPressionTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int temperatureHauteBobinageTagValue = temperatureHauteBobinageTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int arretUrgenceTagValue = arretUrgenceTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautTiroirPompeTagValue = defautTiroirPompeTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int tiroirPompeDebrocheTagValue = tiroirPompeDebrocheTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautDebitTagValue = defautDebitTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautFiltreTagValue = defautFiltreTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautDemarreurTagValue = defautDemarreurTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautThermiqueTagValue = defautThermiqueTag.booleanAsInt(); 
//Treat your variables here 
// First, check if there is a fault, if so, change color to FAULT color 
if (defautGeneralTagValue==1 || defautContacteurTagValue ==1 || 
defautPressionTagValue==1 || temperatureHauteBobinageTagValue==1 || 
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arretUrgenceTagValue==1 || defautTiroirPompeTagValue==1 || 
tiroirPompeDebrocheTagValue==1 || 






//ContacteurEnclenche=ContacteurOn, so if it is true the pump is ON 














}catch (Exception ev) { 
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System.out.println("Found exception in first part " 
+ ev.getMessage()); 
ev.printStackTrace(); 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
} // end if dataOK == true 
 








public static Object getDefautGeneral(IlvGroup group) 














public class Demineraliseur { 
public static void setConductiviteHaute(IlvGroup group, Object value) 
throws IlvValueException, IlvGroupException { 
// Initialize color variables 
Color maincolor = null; 
Color contrast = null; 
// Get drawing elements 
IlvGroupElement circle = group.findElement("circle"); 
// Get all DataTags 
DataTag conductiviteHauteTag = (DataTag) group.get("conductiviteHaute"); 
// Check the data tags 
boolean dataOK = true; // initial value true, used to stop treatment if necessary 
try { 
DataTagUtil list =new DataTagUtil (new DataTag []{conductiviteHauteTag}); 
 
 
// Get combined received state 
// data received only if ALL tags are received 
boolean dataReceived = list.dataReceived(); 
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// Get combined valid state 
// data is valid if ALL tags are valid 
boolean dataValid = list.dataValid(); 
// Get combined simulated state 
// data is simulated if ANY of the tags is simulated 
boolean dataSimulated = list.dataSimulated(); 
// Get combined disabled state 
// data is disabled if ANY of the tags is disabled 
boolean dataDisabled = list.dataDisabled(); 
// Treat data not received state 
if (dataReceived == false) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.dataNotDefined; 
contrast  = StandardColor.dataNotDefinedContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data was received 
if (dataValid == false /* || add other invalid conditions here */) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast  = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data is valid 
// Treat tag values here 
maincolor = StandardColor.ok; 
contrast  = StandardColor.okContrast; 
dataOK = true; 





if (dataSimulated == true) { 
// Set quality indicator to 'S' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("label", "S"); 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT simulated 
// make quality indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
if (dataDisabled == true) { 
// Set disabled indicator to 'D' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("label", "D"); 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT disabled 
// make disabled indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
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// disabledIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
}catch(Exception ex){ 
System.out.println("Found exception in first part "+ ex.getMessage()); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
dataOK = false; 
} 
if (dataOK = true){ 
// Get boolean tag values as -1,0,1 where -1 not used, 0 false and 1 true 
try{ 
int conductiviteHauteTagValue = conductiviteHauteTag.booleanAsInt(); 
if (conductiviteHauteTagValue == 1){ 











dataOK = false; 
} 
} 
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} public static Object getConductiviteHaute(IlvGroup group) 












public class filter { 
public static void setAlarm(IlvGroup group, Object value) 
throws IlvValueException, IlvGroupException { 
// Initialize color variables 
Color maincolor = null; 
Color contrast = null; 
 
// Get drawing elements 
IlvGroupElement square = group.findElement("square"); 
IlvGroupElement line = group.findElement("line"); 
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// Get all DataTags 
DataTag alarmTag = (DataTag) group.get("Alarm"); 
// Check the data tags 
boolean dataOK = true; // initial value true, used to treat only the properties without -1 
// Created an arrayList to check the state of DataTag (received, valid, simulated, disabled) 
try { 
DataTagUtil list =new DataTagUtil (new DataTag []{alarmTag}); 
// Get combined received state 
// data received only if ALL tags are received 
boolean dataReceived = list.dataReceived(); 
// Get combined received state 
// data received only if ALL tags are valid 
boolean dataValid =list.dataValid(); 
// Get combined simulated state 
// data is simulated if ANY of the tags is simulated 
boolean dataSimulated =list.dataSimulated(); 
// Get combined disabled state 
// data is disabled if ANY of the tags is disabled 
boolean dataDisabled = list.dataDisabled(); 
 
// Treat data tags 
// Treat data not received state 
if (dataReceived == false) { 
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maincolor = StandardColor.dataNotDefined; 
contrast  = StandardColor.dataNotDefinedContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data was received 
if (dataValid == false /* || add other invalid conditions here */) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast  = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data is valid 
// Treat tag values here 
maincolor = StandardColor.ok; 
contrast  = StandardColor.okContrast; 




if (dataSimulated == true) { 
// Set quality indicator to 'S' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("label", "S"); 
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// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT simulated 
// make quality indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
if (dataDisabled == true) { 
// Set disabled indicator to 'D' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("label", "D"); 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT disabled 
// make disabled indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
}catch (Exception ex) { 
System.out.println("Found exception in first part " 






dataOK = false; 
} 
//Treat your variables here 
try{ 
if (dataOK == true) { 
int alarmTagValue = alarmTag.booleanAsInt(); 
maincolor=StandardColor.ok; 
contrast=StandardColor.okContrast; 






}catch (Exception ex) { 
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} catch (Exception ex) { 
// Treat exception here 
} finally  { 
} 
} 
public static Object getAlarm(IlvGroup group) 














public class VaseLHC { 
public static void setNiveauBas(IlvGroup group, Object value) 
throws IlvValueException, IlvGroupException { 
 
// Initialize color variables 
Color maincolor = null; 
Color contrast = null; 
// Get drawing elements 
IlvGroupElement square = group.findElement("square"); 
IlvGroupElement niveauBas = group.findElement("niveauBas"); 
// get all DataTags 
DataTag niveauBasTag = (DataTag) group.get("niveauBas"); 
DataTag niveauHautTag = (DataTag) group.get("niveauHaut"); 
DataTag niveauTresBasTag = (DataTag) group.get("niveauTresBas"); 
DataTag pressionHautTag = (DataTag) group.get("pressionHaut"); 
DataTag pressionBasTag = (DataTag) group.get("pressionBas"); 
DataTag defautControlFuiteTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautControlFuite"); 
// Check the data tags 
boolean dataOK = true; // initial value true, used to treat only the properties without -1 
// Created an arrayList to check the state of DataTag (received, valid, simulated, disabled) 
DataTagUtil list =new DataTagUtil (new DataTag[]{niveauBasTag, 









// Get combined received state 
// data received only if ALL tags are received 
boolean dataReceived = list.dataReceived(); 
// Get combined valid state 
// data is valid if ALL tags are valid 
boolean dataValid = list.dataValid(); 
// Get combined simulated state 
// data is simulated if ANY of the tags is simulated 
boolean dataSimulated = list.dataSimulated(); 
// Get combined disabled state 
// data is disabled if ANY of the tags is disabled 
boolean dataDisabled  = list.dataDisabled(); 
// Treat data not received state 
if (dataReceived == false) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.dataNotDefined; 
contrast  = StandardColor.dataNotDefinedContrast; 
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dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data was received 
if (dataValid == false /* || add other invalid conditions here*/  ){ 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast  = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data is valid 
// Treat tag values here 
maincolor = StandardColor.ok; 
contrast  = StandardColor.okContrast; 
dataOK = true; 
} 
} 
if (dataSimulated == true) { 
// Set quality indicator to 'S' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("label", "S"); 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT simulated 
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// make quality indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
if (dataDisabled == true) { 
// Set disabled indicator to 'D' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("label", "D"); 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT disabled 
// make disabled indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
}catch (Exception ex) { 
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contrast=StandardColor.faultContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
if (dataOK == true) { 
// Get boolean tag values as -1,0,1 where -1 not used, 0 false and 1 true 
try { 
int niveauBasTagValue = niveauBasTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int niveauHautTagValue = niveauHautTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int niveauTresBasTagValue = niveauTresBasTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int pressionHautTagValue = pressionHautTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int pressionBasTagValue = pressionBasTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautControlFuiteTagValue = defautControlFuiteTag.booleanAsInt(); 
if (niveauBasTagValue == 1){ 





if (niveauHautTagValue == 1){ 
maincolor = StandardColor.fault; 
square.set("fillPaint", maincolor); 
} 
if (niveauTresBasTagValue== 1){ 
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if (pressionHautTagValue == 1){ 
maincolor = StandardColor.fault; 
square.set("fillPaint", maincolor); 
} 
if (pressionBasTagValue == 1){ 
maincolor = StandardColor.fault; 
square.set("fillPaint", maincolor); 
} 
if (defautControlFuiteTagValue == 1){ 
maincolor = StandardColor.fault; 
square.set("fillPaint", maincolor); 
} 
}catch (Exception ev) { 
System.out.println("Found exception in second part " 
+ ev.getMessage()); 
ev.printStackTrace(); 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
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dataOK = false; 
} 
} // end if dataOK == true 




public static Object getNiveauBas(IlvGroup group) 













public class ventilator2 { 
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public static void setMarcheVentil(IlvGroup group, Object value) 
throws IlvValueException, IlvGroupException { 
// Initialize color variables 
Color maincolor = null; 
Color contrast = null; 
 
// Get drawing elements 
IlvGroupElement circle = group.findElement("circle"); 
IlvGroupElement triangle = group.findElement("triangle"); 
IlvGroupElement text = group.findElement("text"); 
// Get all DataTags 
DataTag positionLocaleTag = (DataTag) group.get("positionLocale"); 
DataTag marcheVentilTag = (DataTag) group.get("marcheVentil"); 
DataTag defautConvertisseurTag = (DataTag) group.get("defautConvertisseur"); 
// Check the data tags 
boolean dataOK = true; // initial value true, used to stop treatment if necessary 
try { 
DataTagUtil list = new DataTagUtil (new DataTag []{positionLocaleTag, marcheVentilTag, 
defautConvertisseurTag}); 
// Get combined received state 
// data received only if ALL tags are received 
boolean dataReceived = list.dataReceived(); 
// Get combined valid state 
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// data is valid if ALL tags are valid 
boolean dataValid = list.dataValid(); 
// Get combined simulated state 
// data is simulated if ANY of the tags is simulated 
boolean dataSimulated = list.dataSimulated(); 
 
// Get combined disabled state 
// data is disabled if ANY of the tags is disabled 
boolean dataDisabled = list.dataDisabled(); 
// Treat data not received state 
if (dataReceived == false) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.dataNotDefined; 
contrast  = StandardColor.dataNotDefinedContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data was received 
if (dataValid == false /* || add other invalid conditions here */) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast  = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data is valid 
// Treat tag values here 
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maincolor = StandardColor.ok; 
contrast  = StandardColor.okContrast; 




if (dataSimulated == true) { 
// Set quality indicator to 'S' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("label", "S"); 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT simulated 
// make quality indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
if (dataDisabled == true) { 
// Set disabled indicator to 'D' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
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// disabledIndicator.set("label", "D"); 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT disabled 
// make disabled indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
}catch(Exception ex){ 
System.out.println("Found exception in first part " 
+ ex.getMessage()); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
dataOK = false; 
} 
if (dataOK=true){ 
// Get boolean tag values as -1,0,1 where -1 not used, 0 false and 1 true 
try{ 
int marcheVentilTagValue = marcheVentilTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int positionLocaleTagValue = positionLocaleTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int defautConvertisseurTagValue =defautConvertisseurTag.booleanAsInt(); 
//Treat your variables here 
text.set("visible", positionLocaleTagValue); 
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if (marcheVentilTagValue ==1 ) { 



















System.out.println("Found exception in second part "+ ex.getMessage()); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
maincolor=StandardColor.invalid; 
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contrast=StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
dataOK = false; 
} 
} 






}public static Object getMarcheVentil(IlvGroup group) 















public class Niveau { 
public static void setLevel(IlvGroup group, Object value) 
throws IlvValueException, IlvGroupException { 
IlvGroupElement eau = group.findElement("eau"); 
IlvGroupElement reference = group.findElement("reference"); 
// Initialize color variables 
// This is a special case where we do not use StandardColor.OK 
// If everything is OK, we use the fillPaint (the original color from the drawing) 
Color maincolor = (Color) eau.get("fillPaint"); 
Color contrast = null; 
// Declare all the variables 
IlvRect eauNewRectangle = null; 
DataTag alarmHighTag = (DataTag)group.get("alarmHigh"); 
DataTag alarmLowTag = (DataTag)group.get("alarmLow"); 
DataTag levelTag = (DataTag) group.get("level"); 
// Check the data tags 
boolean dataOK = true; // initial value true, used to stop treatment if necessary 
try{ 
DataTagUtil list = new DataTagUtil (new DataTag []{alarmHighTag, levelTag}); 
// Get combined received state 
boolean dataReceived = list.dataReceived(); 
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// Get combined valid state 
// data is valid if ALL tags are valid 
boolean dataValid = list.dataValid(); 
// Get combined simulated state 
// data is simulated if ANY of the tags is simulated 
boolean dataSimulated = list.dataSimulated(); 
// Get combined disabled state 
// data is disabled if ANY of the tags is disabled 
boolean dataDisabled =list.dataDisabled(); 
// Treat data not received state 
if (dataReceived == false) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.dataNotDefined; 
contrast  = StandardColor.dataNotDefinedContrast; 
eau.set("strokeOn",false); 
dataOK = false; 
} 
else { // Data was received 
if (dataValid == false) { 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast  = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
eau.set("strokeOn",false); 
dataOK = false; 
} 
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else { // Data is valid 
// By default, put the OK color to both maincolor and contrast. 
// This is a special case where we do not use StandardColor.OK 
// If everything is OK, we use the fillPaint (the original color from the drawing) 
maincolor = (Color) eau.get("strokePaint"); 
eau.set("strokeOn",true); 
dataOK = true; 
} 
} 
if (dataSimulated == true) { 
// Set quality indicator to 'S' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("label", "S"); 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT simulated 
// make quality indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "simulatedIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// simulatedIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
if (dataDisabled == true) { 
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// Set disabled indicator to 'D' and make visible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("label", "D"); 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", true); 
} 
else { // Data is NOT disabled 
// make disabled indicator invisible 
// Element name is assumed to be "disabledIndicator" 
// Remove comments below and change as required 
// disabledIndicator.set("visible", false); 
} 
}catch (Exception ex) { 
System.out.println("Found exception in first part "+ ex.getMessage()); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
eau.set("strokeOn",false); 
dataOK = false; 
} 
// Treat data tags 
if (dataOK == true){ 
// Get boolean tag values as -1,0,1 where -1 not used, 0 false and 1 true 
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try{ 
int alarmHighTagValue = alarmHighTag.booleanAsInt(); 
int alarmLowTagValue = alarmLowTag.booleanAsInt(); 
//Treat your variables here 
if (levelTag.getId() != -1){ 
//Create a transformer it to generate the boundingBox of the eauInitialRectangle 
Float max = (Float) group.get("maxLevel"); 
IlvRect eauInitialRectangle = eau.boundingBox(new IlvTransformer()); 
// Object trans is needed to generate a bounding box 
// which is used to get the initial height of the rectangle. 
IlvRect lineReference = reference.boundingBox(new IlvTransformer()); 
//Calculate the new size 
float firstH = (float) lineReference.getHeight(); 
float newh = 1; 
float levelTagValue = ((Float)levelTag.getValue()).floatValue(); 
 
try { 
newh = (firstH*levelTagValue)/max.floatValue(); 
float newY =(float)lineReference.y +((float)lineReference.height-newh); 
//Put in the new rectangle the news (x,y), width and height after the resize 
eauNewRectangle = (IlvRect) eauInitialRectangle.clone(); 
eauNewRectangle.reshape( 
(float)eauInitialRectangle.xFloor(),newY,(float)eauInitialRectangle.getWidth(),newh); 
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//Find the transformer it2 that allow the transformation from eauInitialRectangle to 
//eauNewRectangle 
IlvTransformer it2 = new IlvTransformer(); 
IlvTransformer.computeTransformer(eauInitialRectangle, eauNewRectangle, it2); 




}catch (Exception div0ex){ 
System.out.println("max=0"); 
eau.set("strokeOn",false); 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 





System.out.println("levelTag not used"); 
} 
if (alarmHighTagValue == 1 || alarmLowTagValue == 1 ){ 
maincolor = StandardColor.warning; 
contrast = StandardColor.warning; 
eau.set("strokeOn",false); 
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} 
}catch (Exception ex) { 
//Treat exception here 
System.out.println("Found exception in second part: "+ ex.getMessage()); 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
maincolor = StandardColor.invalid; 
contrast = StandardColor.invalidContrast; 
eau.set("strokeOn",false); 




}public static Object getLevel(IlvGroup group) 
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E. Planning of the Project 
The planning is represented in the next two pages in two diagrams, one from the period 
from December 2007-June 2008 (Figure E.1) and the next one that represents the period 
from July 2008-December 2008 (Figure E.2). 
It has been considered the periods on holidays and the half-working period in the project 
during the months from June to September of 2008. 
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Figure E.1: Planning December 2007-June 2008 
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Figure E.2: Planning July 2008-December 2008 
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